
Your Advantages

 – Smart management of all operational 

processes through the use of Any 

Device 

 – Optional use of resources in the 

process 

 – Higher customer satisfaction through 

the digital exchange of logistical data  

 – Inventory transparency for your entire 

article assortment  

 – Paperless processes in the warehouse 

through the use of intuitive mobile 

apps  

 – Shorter lead times with the help of 

end-to-end digital processes  

 – Simple order tracking in the control 

center 

Business Solution platbricks® WMS Basic

Cost-Effective and Efficient 
Warehouse Management 
for Small and Medium-Sized 
Companies

platbricks® Warehouse Management 
System Basic

Initial Situation and Challenges

The need to move from the analog to the digital world is increasing daily. The drivers 

for this development are diverse and unavoidable and may include:

 – just-in-time manufacturing and delivery

 – the impact of the COVID 19 pandemic

 – the ongoing trends in e-commerce

 – the cost pressure of international competition

 – the shortage of skilled workers

 – the worldwide but decentralized network

 – the tracking without blind spots

 – the importance of the ecological footprint

Particularly, small and medium-sized companies face the increased challenge 

of countering these drivers to remain globally competitive. Therefore, it is more 

important than ever to respond flexibly to these new requirements and offer added 

value to customers through speed and reliability. An essential factor in this is the 

digitization of analog logistics processes.



platbricks® WMS Basic – Our Standard Solution for Your 

Warehouse Management

Driven by these challenges, we have developed with our platbricks® Warehouse 

Management System Basic an effi cient and straightforward standard solution. 

platbricks® enables you to step into the digital world cost-effi cient and via Plug & 

Play. All processes - from goods receipt to inventory management and goods issued - 

are made available to you digitally in a control center and on mobile devices.  

The control center offers all necessary functionalities to monitor and successfully 

control all processes. The basic dashboard provides an overview of the current key 

fi gures in real-time. Inventory management allows you to control and manage your 

stocks fully. The automated inventory at the push of a button also allows you to save 

time and personnel resources in the future or to use them elsewhere.

Our solution‘s „any-device“ approach offers the possibility to use all mobile devices 

(Android, iOS, Windows) within the scope of your logistical processes, e.g., for a goods 

receipt posting. Devices already in use can thus continue to be used and fl exibly 

adapted depending on the place of use. The combination of the control station and 

mobile processes of the platbricks® WMS Basic offers the optimal basis to take the 

fi rst steps into digitalization and meet the challenges on the market. 

Core Functions of the platbricks® WMS Basic

– Intuitive user management incl. role and rights management

– Master data management of storage areas and articles

– Basic dashboard with all relevant key fi gures in real-time

– Inventory management for control and administration of stock

– Booking of goods receipt and goods issue processes (also via mobile devices)

– Mobile execution of picking processes

– Inventory & replenishment processes at the push of a button 

You have questions, need information or a contact?
Get in touch with us.

Arvato Systems | Pascal Leppich | Senior Sales Consultant & Business 
Development
Tel.: +49 5241 80-70770 | E-Mail: logistics@bertelsmann.de
arvato-systems.de

Global IT specialist Arvato Systems supports major companies in Digital Transformation. About 3,100 staff in over
25 locations stand for in-depth technology expertise, industry knowledge, and focus on customer requirements.
Working as a team, we develop innovative IT solutions, transition our clients into the Cloud, integrate digital 
processes, and take on IT systems operation and support. As a part of the Bertelsmann-owned Arvato network, we 
have the unique capability to work across the entire value chain. Our business relationships are personal; we work 
with our clients as partners so that together we can achieve long-term success.
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Why platbricks® 
WMS Basic

– Easy set-up of the platbricks® WMS 

solution via Plug & Play 

– Cost-effective standard solution

– High degree of user-friendliness 

– Scalability through the use of cloud 

technology 

– Secure storage of your data according 

to the German Data Protection Act 

(DSGVO) in the MS Azure Cloud 


